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PHILIPPE BERAN
A Happy Conductor
Remember.'Nutcracker delighted the BFM in December 2005. The story, choreographed
by Benjamin Millepied from Bordeaux, presented fantastic characters from E.T.A.
Hoffmann in lemon yellow and leafu green staging-design by Paul Cox. Classed
"mythical" os o ballet, the 1892 version by Marius Petipa, put to music by Tchaikovsky,
serves as a reference. Millepied's version, having delighted the crowds, is back and
under the direction of Philippe Béran. Interview with the conductor.

INTERVIEW BY ANNE DAVIER
You have directed msny ballets, most notably in Bordeaux, but also in the United
States. ÿl/hat are thefundamentals of directing u ballet?
For me, directing a ballet was a revelation when I did it for the first time, in Bordeaux,
off the cuff with Balanchine's The Four Temperaments set to a Hindemith piece. Music
and dance, the ideal artistic couple: music that arouses and gives life to the movement;
dance, "the materialization of the music"'. With all of the technical questions inherent to
the development of the dance: search for the ideal tempo for the choreography, musical
and gestural respiration, lighten the sound, clarity of the pulsations and the phrasing,
development of the musical lines...The ballet is the best school for conductors. With the
ballet of the Opéra de Bordeaux and on tours, I acquired this magnificent repertoire that I

call the Top Ten: Giselle, Coppelia, Sleeping
Beauÿ, Swan Lake, Nutcracker, The Firebird, Petrouchka, Le Sacre du Printemps,
Romeo and Juliet, Cinderella. Splendid in concert, but even more magnificent with the
ballet.
What ltave you gained by working with productions for young audiences?
It is just as important to keep the immense artistic heritage of past centuries alive, as it is
to give rise to the repertoire of tomorrow. But, it is also as important for future
generations to discover it, not only in order to continue filling up auditoriums, but
especially because I am convinced that the music plays a crucial role for mankind. Music
is one of the last sources that generates true emotions: wonder, discovery, pleasure,
curiosity, bliss...In short, everything that unfortunately tends to disappear in a society of
profit and material comfort. I am continuing and will continue for a long time to work for
the young audience - this endeavor represents about halfofthe 100 to 120 annual
concerts and shows that I direct. It is also a source of incredible pleasure to be able to
initiate tens of thousands of children to this symphonic magic.

How did you collaborute with choreographer Benjamin Millepied az Nutcracker?
With confidence, complicity and understanding. A beautiful artistic experience for a
production realized close together. I can't wait to get back with him in May for the
reprise.
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Do youfeel close to the music and libretto of the Nutcracker?
I have always loved fairy tales and this music is great. It's a spring bursting forth with
melodies, musical ideas, orchestral innovations, humor. You can direct it 150 times and
never get tired of it. On the other hand, all of the choreographies bring something new to
light, a new flavor to the piece. In some respects, this ballet is and always will be a
diff,rcult undertaking to direct and to play; the first act in particular which, all modesty
aside, is not within reach of everyone's baton...

Icaption]

AU BFM
SALLE THEODORE TURRE
NUTCRACKER
May 12, 14, 15, 16 2007 at 8 pm
May 13 2007 at 5 pm.
With the support of UBS SA and the Fluxum Foundation
Ballet of the Grand Théâtre de Genève
Music: piotr Ilitch Tchaikovski
Choreography : Benj amin Millepied
Staging-Scenery and Costumes: Paul Cox
Lights: Remi Nicolas
Orchestre de Chambre de Genève
Musical Direction: Philippe Béran
Price: CHF 26 to CH[text cut offl
(Children CHF 18 to CHF 48./[text cut offl
Discount: grand membership, [text cut offl
dance and passedanse CHF 23.-[text cut offl
Reservations by mail, telephone
Intemet starting March 30,2007
Box Office starting April27,2007
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Fei-Xue Qian, Notary Public
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